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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Compared with a Li metal battery (LMB) with liquid electrolyte, an LMB with a solid electrolyte can improve safety, specific energy (e.g., via bipolar stacking), and cycle life, while still taking advantage of the high capacity of the Li metal electrode ([@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib34], [@bib2]). There are two classes, the inorganic- (e.g., glasses, ceramics) and organic-based solid electrolyte materials (e.g., polymers), each with characteristic pros and cons ([@bib31], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib39]).

In general, inorganic electrolyte materials can reveal good ionic conductivities (e.g., Li~10~GeP~2~S~12~ up to 10^−2^ S cm^−1^ at 300 K) ([@bib23], [@bib5], [@bib28]), but in ceramic powdery form, their particle-based grain boundary resistances and low wettability with composite electrodes remain a challenge ([@bib10], [@bib43]). Hence, the superior wettability of solid polymer electrolytes (SPEs) renders them a better candidate ([@bib35]) but, given their poor ionic conductivities (S cm^−1^), only in thin layers (higher conductance \[S\]) ([@bib14], [@bib29], [@bib40]).

Typical polymer materials for SPEs are based on abundant and cheap *linear* poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) ([@bib29], [@bib36], [@bib41], [@bib1], [@bib44], [@bib6]). Application with the common high-voltage/energy electrodes like LiNi~0.6~Mn~0.2~Co~0.2~O~2~ (NMC622), as a material with reasonable compromise with regard to specific capacity, specific energy, thermal/structural stability, and cycle life ([@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib20]), is challenging as during the charge process a "voltage noise" failure occurs, which is interpreted as cell micro-short circuits via penetrated Li dendrites (a morphology variation of high surface area lithium \[[@bib13], [@bib3], [@bib11], [@bib7], [@bib4]\]) ([@bib13]). Therefore, a voltage noise-free cycling with the simple and conventional PEO-based SPE on high-voltage electrodes can only proceed for increased SPE thicknesses (e.g., multilayer approach) ([@bib13], [@bib38]), or with Li metal-free insertion-based negative electrodes, e.g., graphite, as shown in previous work ([@bib13]).

The key to circumvent this issue is consequently related with the suppression of Li dendrite penetration through the SPE. In this work a simple, economic, and effective strategy is introduced to mitigate the penetrability of the SPE, which is based on the formation of a *semi-interpenetrating network* (*s-IPN*) ([@bib46]), but in this work, mainly constituted from PEO units ([@bib30]). On the basis of this strategy this work highlights the significant role of the mechanical electrolyte property as an important criterion to design SPEs for LMB enabling a voltage noise-free performance with high-voltage electrodes, even for thin (single-layer) SPEs.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

Higher current densities/C-rates facilitate Li dendrite growth and penetration ([@bib9]). To effectively investigate and screen the penetrability and the performance of each SPE with 100 μm thickness, charge/discharge cycling with steadily increasing C-rates (C-rate test) is carried out for NMC622 \| SPE \| Li cells. As seen in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A, the specific charge capacities of *linear* PEO-based SPE start to significantly deviate for rates \> C/5. This typical deviation of *linear* PEO-based SPE including higher specific charge capacities can be attributed to a process associated with a voltage noise during charge, as exemplarily shown in the voltage curves for 10^th^ cycle (C/2) in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B. The voltage noise as an arbitrary increase/decrease of voltage combined with the gained severe extra capacity during charge can be reasonably related to micro short circuits via penetrated Li dendrites through the SPE as shown in previous work ([@bib13]).Figure 1Galvanostatic Experiments of NMC622\|SPE\|Li Cells in the Voltage Range 4.3--3.0 V (Triple Determination) at 60°C. 1C Corresponds to a Specific Current of 150 mA g^-1^(A) C-rate examination using a linear PEO-based SPE. Cell failure is visible by increased specific charge capacities and deviations after a few cycles.(B) Voltage curve of the 10^th^ cycle (C/2) as an exemplary "failure" cycle with increased specific charge capacity showing a voltage noise as an arbitrary voltage increase/decrease leading to additional charge capacity.(C) C-rate examination using an s-IPN PEO-based SPE. The cycles reveal similar discharge capacities as for the linear PEO-based SPE but without the severe increased and deviating specific charge capacities.(D) Voltage curve of s-IPN PEO-based SPE of the exemplaric 10^th^ cycle (C/2). The absence of voltage noise points to an improved ability of s-IPN PEO-based SPE to suppress Li dendrite penetration, without decay in specific discharge capacities.

Given the simple one-pot reaction using cheap and abundant PEO with a network former (NF) ([Scheme S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the formation of an *s-IPN*-based SPE can be an effective and economic way to mitigate Li dendrite penetration. Indeed, for a content of NF above 45 wt % the described failure disappears as seen in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C. The accompanied nonappearance of voltage noise as exemplarily shown in voltage curve in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D for the 10^th^ cycle (C/2) finally points to the absence of cell short circuits induced by Li dendrite penetration. The reversible specific capacities, i.e., specific discharge capacities remain similar for both SPEs. Thus, the elimination of voltage noise proceeds without obvious sacrifice in performance.

The significant difference of *linear* PEO and *s-IPN* PEO-based SPE, which interestingly is seen solely in the charge behavior, may be due to SPE oxidation ([@bib16], [@bib27], [@bib41]). Therefore, a possible difference of the SPE oxidation onset is checked for validity reasons on LiMn~2~O~4~ (LMO) and LiNi~0.5~Mn~1.5~O~4~ (LNMO), thus on Ni-free and Ni-containing spinel materials. Spinel-based composite electrodes are known to be stable under overcharge conditions ([@bib19], [@bib42]). As displayed in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A, the characteristic LMO delithiation ([@bib42], [@bib21]) is similar for both SPEs. After LMO delithiation, both SPEs reveal a potential plateau at ≈ 4.6 V versus Li\|Li^+^, before the typical "noisy" potential response appears for *linear* PEO-based SPE. The potential plateau can be interpreted as bulk oxidation reaction for both SPEs. To exclude a possible impact of the catalytic activity of Ni on the oxidation reaction, these experiments are also performed on LNMO ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). After an LNMO characteristic initial partial charge of ≈25 mAh g^−1^ ([@bib37], [@bib22]), again both SPEs reveal a potential plateau at ≈ 4.6 V versus Li\|Li^+^, again before the appearance of noisy potential response for the *linear* PEO-based SPE. The instability of the SPEs above 4.6 V versus Li\|Li^+^ prevents further LNMO delithiation as would occur, for example, for the more stable LiPF~6~ in mixed carbonate solvent-based liquid electrolyte, e.g., in ethylene carbonate (EC) and ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) ([@bib16], [@bib19]). As seen in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B, it enables the LNMO delithiation at the potential range between 4.7 and 4.9 versus Li\|Li^+^, before the electrolyte oxidatively decomposes at \> 5.2 V versus Li\|Li^+^ (60°C). Overall, similar oxidative stabilities for both SPEs cannot explain their significant performance differences shown in the C-rate test ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2Anodic Stability TestsGalvanostatic overcharge experiment to determine the bulk oxidation onset of the electrolytes using a specific current of 15 mA g^-1^ for validity reasons on (A) LMO and (B) LNMO electrodes. Independent of the used active material a potential plateau at ≈ 4.6 V versus Li\|Li+ is observed for both SPEs. The bulk oxidation onset of linear PEO and s-IPN PEO-based SPEs is similar (high) and thus is unlikely to be the reason for the significant performance difference during C-rate tests as seen in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

The key for voltage noise-free performance during charge is obviously not electrochemically (thus electrode potential) reasoned but is likely associated with the Li dendrite penetrability of the SPEs as postulated in previous work ([@bib13]). As shown in previous work, it arbitrarily appears independent of the electrode potential/voltage, specific current (C-rate), or cycle number and thus is hard to reproduce ([@bib13]). In line with these findings, the Li dendrites could be even detected and visualized in Li\|SPE\|Li cells ([@bib9]). Contrary to separators soaked with liquid electrolytes, the porosity of compressed polymers cannot be crucial. Rather, the different penetrability of SPEs may be related to mechanical properties; thus, they may explain the difference in performance in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

The compressibility of solid materials as a well-known mechanical property also in battery research and development can be used as reasonable criterion for the ability to withstand dendrite penetration ([@bib8], [@bib45], [@bib24]). As schematically shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, the compressibility of a material can be measured between two plates with controlled decrease in their distance, thus with a steady increase in compressive strain (%), where 0% strain represents no shrinkage/thinning (initial distance between the plates) and 100% strain represents full shrinkage (zero distance between the plates, i.e., both plates in contact). The required force for the applied strain increase is simultaneously measured and is named compressive stress (MPa).Figure 3Mechanical Stability Tests(A) Schematic illustration of a compression test of a solid electrolyte. The compressive stress (F) is measured as a function of the compressive strain, which is induced by a steady decrease in distance (D) of the plates with the solid electrolyte in between, where 0% strain is regarded as the initial state and 100% strain is regarded as direct plate contact. The linear stress versus strain relation points to elastic (reversible) deformation, whereas the onset of curve flattening points to plastic (irreversible) deformation. The end of linearity indicates the stability limit of the electrolyte material.(B) Compression curves of both SPEs at 60°C show a significantly higher limit for the s-IPN PEO-based SPE compared with linear PEO-based SPE with respect to compressive stress (≈0.68 versus ≈ 0.02 MPa) and compressive strain (≈9.0% versus ≈ 1.5%), demonstrating its mechanically more robust and elastic nature, respectively. This SPE can better withstand the stress originating from Li dendrite growth and shows more elasticity, thus maintaining the distance between the electrodes, which overall renders short circuits more difficult. This mechanical difference can explain the different electrochemical performance displayed in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

A material possesses a reversible (elastic) compression nature when it is able to return to the initial state and shape after the end of applied compressive stress. As shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, this elastic nature can be indicated via a linear relation between compressive stress and compressive strain. The subsequent onset of curve flattening is attributed to the onset of undesired irreversible (plastic) deformation, i.e., the material does not return to the initial state after the application of compressive strain is terminated. Consequently, the onset of plastic deformation can be regarded as material characteristic mechanical stability limit ([@bib8], [@bib45], [@bib24]). For example, for rather robust materials (e.g., ceramics) the compressive stress at the stability limit is rather high but typically comes with rather low compressive strain (indicating poor elastic behavior), whereas less rigid materials (e.g., some polymers) typically have the opposite characteristics ([@bib8], [@bib45], [@bib24]). In the ideal case, the solid electrolyte should have both robustness (e.g., for prevention of Li dendrite growth penetration) and elasticity (e.g., for better wettability and processability) ([@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib34], [@bib2]).

In [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B, the compression features of each of the SPEs are investigated at battery cell operation conditions (60°C). With progressively increasing compressive strain (thus controlled decrease in plate distance), the *linear* PEO-based SPE starts to plastically deform already for a compressive strain of 1.5% at a compressive stress of only ≈0.02 MPa. In contrast, no plastic deformation is detected for the *s-IPN* PEO-based SPE up to a compressive strain of 9% and a compressive stress of ≈0.68 MPa. The higher compressive strain of the *s-IPN* PEO-based SPE demonstrates a significantly better elastic nature (e.g., the ability to mechanically better withstand volume changes), whereas the higher compressive stress demonstrates better ability to withstand external forces such as those coming from dendrites. This *mechanical* difference helps to explain the *electrochemical* performance difference in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}: the *linear* PEO-based SPE easily relents to the pressure occurring from dendrite growth, which results in dendrite penetration, whereas the *s-IPN* PEO-based SPE can better withstand Li dendrite-induced stress and thus can better prevent the short circuit-associated voltage noise induced by Li dendrite penetration.

Based on the mechanical measurements it can be generally concluded that, compared with the *linear* PEO-based SPE not only more force is necessary for penetration through the *s-IPN*-based SPE but also more force is necessary for shrinkage/thinning of the *s-IPN* PEO-based SPE, thus for decreasing the distance between the electrodes. Both are beneficial for LMB application as the risk of cell short circuits is reduced.

It has to be noted that the measurement reflects the mechanical properties of the sample at operation temperature of 60°C, whereas the sample preparation is performed at room temperature, where stability for both SPEs is significantly higher, that is ≈4 MPa for *linear* PEO-based SPE and even without plastic deformation for *s-IPN* PEO-based SPE in the detection limit up to 26 MPa.

The mechanically stable nature of the *s-IPN* PEO-based SPE reveals less "free volume" domains for segmental chain motions ([@bib33], [@bib27], [@bib32]), which results in lower ionic conductivity compared with *linear* PEO-based SPE as shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A. Although the ionic conductivity, e.g., at 40°C or at 60°C ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A), is lower for *s-IPN-* compared with that of *linear* PEO-based SPE, still good specific capacities are obtained for NMC622 ([@bib12]), as depicted in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B. Although the *linear* PEO-based SPE would end in an immediate voltage noise failure rendering the charge/discharge cycling hardly possible ([@bib13]), the *s-IPN* PEO-based SPE can cycle without the respective failure, e.g., without any deviations in specific charge capacities (cf. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This points to the absence of voltage noise and detrimental short circuits, thus demonstrating a successful suppression of Li dendrite penetration during charge/discharge cycling. In this way a benchmark for a PEO-based SPE can be realized for R&D, which is hardly possible for PEO-based SPE in the conventional *linear* manner ([@bib13]). Interestingly, the rather low ionic conductivity of 10^-5.43^ S cm^−1^ (0.004 mS cm^−1^) at 40°C for the *s-IPN* PEO-based SPE is obviously sufficient to obtain moderate specific capacities (≈100 mAh g^−1^) even with a high capacity retention.Figure 4Electrochemical Performance(A) Ionic conductivities of linear PEO and s-IPN PEO-based SPEs in the range of 70°C--0°C. The rigid nature of s-IPN-based SPE reveals a lower ionic conductivity compared with more flexible linear PEO-based SPE.(B) Charge/discharge cycling performance of s-IPN-based SPE in an NMC622\|SPE\|Li cell (4.3--3.0 V, 0.1C = 15 mA g^-1^). Despite lower ionic conductivity, the s-IPN-based SPE reveals high specific capacities at 60°C and even moderate specific capacities at 40°C with a high capacity retention over 50 charge/discharge cycles.

Conclusion {#sec2.1}
----------

In Li metal battery cells with high voltage/energy positive electrodes like LiNi~0.6~Mn~0.2~Co~0.2~O~2~ (NMC622), the abundant and cheap *linear* poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)-based solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) reveals a cell failure observable as voltage noise during charge. This failure disappears when modifying the *linear* PEO-based SPE to an *s-IPN* PEO-based SPE.

Electrochemical stability reasoned differences can be ruled out, because the main oxidation onset for both SPEs is similar as seen by potential plateaus at ≈ 4.6 V versus Li\|Li^+^ on LiMn~2~O~4~ (LMO) and LiNi~0.5~Mn~1.5~O~4~ (LNMO) electrodes. Rather, mechanical properties associated with the Li dendrite penetrability of the SPEs from the Li electrode are more likely to cause the performance difference. It can be shown that *linear* PEO-based SPE can hardly withstand compression and plastically deforms already at a compressive stress of ≈0.02 MPa, whereas the *s-IPN* PEO*-based* SPE can withstand a compressive stress up to ≈0.68 MPa at 60°C. Contrary to *linear* PEO-based SPE, the *s-IPN* PEO-based SPE can (1) mechanically more withstand Li dendrite growth through the SPE as well as (2) maintain the distance between the electrodes during cell operation, thus rendering overall Li dendrite penetration and resulting short circuits less likely.

Despite a lower ionic conductivity due to the mechanically stable but rigid structure, thus allowing less chain mobility, the *s-IPN* PEO-based SPE reveals a specific capacity of ≈100 mAh g^−1^ and high capacity retention in an NMC622\|SPE\|Li cell at 40°C. It can be concluded that, despite the similar chemical composition of the two investigated SPEs, the key for voltage noise-free performance with high-voltage electrodes is related to suppression of Li dendrite penetrability through the SPE and can be significantly improved in a physical manner, in particular by designing the mechanical properties.

Limitations of the Study {#sec2.2}
------------------------

The ionic conductivity of the solid polymer electrolyte can be further optimized by, e.g., Li salt concentration. Mass loading does not exceed 6 mg cm^−2^ and need to be extended in order to further increase the gravimetric and volumetric energy of the cell.

Resource Availability {#sec2.3}
---------------------

### Lead Contact {#sec2.3.1}

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Johannes Kasnatscheew (<j.kasnatscheew@fz-juelich.de>).

### Materials Availability {#sec2.3.2}

Materials availability is given in [Supplemental Information](#appsec1){ref-type="fn"}.

### Data and Code Availability {#sec2.3.3}
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